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1. Background of research
The cytoskeleton is an essential foundation for life. However, it is not clear how cytoskeletons within cells
affect functions of surrounding cells in tissue and animals to maintain complex vital functions. One of
cytoskeletons, microtubules, serve as rails for the directional transport of molecular components. The
appropriate delivery of physiologically active substances is crucial for their asymmetric distribution; therefore,
the control of directionality and organization of microtubules in cells is essential to cellular functioning.
Previously this researcher aimed to clarify the molecular mechanisms underlying microtubule organization, and
discovered “microtubule plus-end-tracking proteins (+TIPs)”, which bind to microtubule ends and regulate their
positioning. +TIPs form a complex with molecules associated with subcellular structures and thereby attach
microtubule plus ends to these structures (Fig. 4). Considering the fact that the microtubules serve as rails for
trafficking, it can be imagined that the microtubule-attachment sites play roles as the terminal for the transport.
However, no specific “cargo” has been identified.
2. Research objectives
This project aims to clarify the roles of microtubule and microtubule-anchoring molecules in morphogenesis and
development by identifying the specific cargos that are secreted out of cells through the microtubule-attachment
site and affect the function and morphology of surrounding cells in tissues and animals. The function of
identified factors will be analyzed in cultured cells, organ cultures and mice. In addition, new mechanisms for
microtubule organization during cell differentiation and morphogenesis and the cargos will be explored.
3. Research characteristics (incl. originality and creativity)
This research will be conducted by combining the biochemical identification of physiologically active cargos for
the trafficking and the functional analysis of the factors by high-resolution imaging. To analyze submicron size
structures in tissues and animals, also the technological improvements for in vivo imaging will be implemented.
4. Anticipated effects and future applications of research
Until today, it has been clarified that mutations in microtubule and its regulators are associated with variety of
human diseases, supporting the importance of microtubule systems. The output from this research and the
technological development will contribute not only to basic science, but also medical science and drug
discovery.
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* For MT and EB1 movies, please visit the website http://www.cdb.riken.jp/oia/index.html

Microtubule (MT) cytoskeleton：serves as a rail for intracellular trafficking.
Appropriate microtubule organization is important for the correct trafficking.

Then what cargos are transported along microtubules?

Regulation of
MT organization  

MT is dynamic polymer formed by tubulin
polymerization and repeats growth and 
shortening (Fig.1). 

In cells, MTs are aligned  along  the cell 
polarity to assume intracellular trafficking. 
(Fig.2)

MT-anchoring mechanism is required to 
determine the microtubule organization. 

Microtubule-tracking-proteins 
(+TIPs) play important roles to 
determine the position of MT plus 
ends (Fig.3, 4).

+TIPs
EB1 (end‐binding 1) family proteins

CLASP, CLIP‐170
APC tumor suppressor protein
ACF7 etc…

Mimori-Kiyosue  and Tsukita, J Biochem(Tokyo) 2003, 134, 321-326
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EB1 binds to every growing MT 
ends, while some of +TIPs, such as 
CLASP and APC, are accumulated 
at cell periphery (Fig.3).

+TIPs interact each other and 
attach MT plus ends to the cell 
cortex through a complex with 
cortical proteins (e.g. CLASP relies 
on LL5; Fig.3, 4)

The cortical MT-anchoring factors 
are localized by external signals 
(e.g. LL5 relies on activation of 
integrin; Fig.4), and involved in the 
microtubule organization along cell 
polarity. 

Aren't the MT-attachment 
sites acting as terminal for 
the trafficking? (Fig.5)

Plus end-anchoring

The aim of this project is 
to clarify the roles of MTs 
and MT-anchoring factors 
by identifying the 
secreted factors that are 
transported through the 
MT-attachment sites.
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